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PETER B STONE

The Fight for Mountain Environments

Until 1992, mountain environments hardlyfigured in the minds ofpoliticians and
bureaucrats around the world. In this article, Peter Stone, who was at the heart of
Mountain Agenda, explains the complex process of how mountains came to be
included in Agenda 21, the UN-brokered statementfor the world's environment in
the coming century. He also warns that the lack of communication to the general
public is undermining protection of the mountains.

T en years ago the General Assembly of the United Nations included,
to acclamation, a piece of text called Chapter 13 ('Managing Fragile

Ecosystems: Sustainable Mountain Development') in its Agenda 21, the
document that was itself the principal outcome of the Rio Earth Summit
held in the summer of 1992. Words, words, more words - the United Nations
produces a lot of them and they are rarely perceived as changing much,
even when they receive unanimous support from all the world's govern
ments. But Chapter 13 has changed a lot of perceptions - the current
International Year of Mountains 2002, for example, may be a public
relations device but without that piece of text ten years before, no such idea
would ever have been countenanced.

The saying goes that success has many parents but failure is an orphan.
Since mountain ecosystems have successfully made it onto the world's
agenda it is instructive to look at the parentage of Chapter 13. It did not
have a conventional upbringing in the normal processes of the UN.

My first contact with that abnormal process started in 1974 with a
weeklong conference in Trento called 'The Future of the Alps'. This was
organised by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(lUCN) with a supporting cast including, among many, the UIAA, WWF
and the Italian Alpine Club with 'high patronage' from UNESCO, the
President of Italy, the Council of Europe, the Common Market and, on a
vital, practical sponsorship level, the Italian drinks company San Pellegrino.
I was there because I thought I would get an article for an int~rnational

newspaper I was running in the UN on environment and development,
topics stimulated by the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment. And I was a mountaineer. The key editorial justification was
that mountains and their inhabitants were 'marginal' even in Europe and
that the social and economic forces already bearing on the Alps would
sway the future of every mountain range in the world. The mountains were
a fragile eco-system and a proper cause for concern.
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Participants were mostly concerned academics with a proportion of
activists who formed the bedrock of the environmental lobby in those days.
They were often participants in the Commissions of the IUCN, a body
whose members ranged from governments and their ministries to
international organisations, national NGOs and learned individuals.

They all had an air of surprise on discussing the future of the Alps.
Everyone had rather thought that it was mostly 'their' Alps that were under
threat. They discovered that depopulation, urbanising tourism, techno
logical subjugation in the form of dams, new roads and power lines,
extractive exploitation, pollution and agricultural decline were common
afflictions. They were found from Yugoslavia in the east right along the
Alpine arc through Switzerland and Italy round to the southernmost French
Alps on the Mediterranean littoral. The Pyrenees were affected, Norway
and the Apennines too. Indeed most of Europe's mountains and higWands
showed signs of stress.

As was the fashion at that time, an action plan was drafted for everyone
to approve. It trumpeted its basic conviction that the Alps are the patrimony
ofEurope and thus ofinterest to many more than the six countries in whose
territory they lie. That is a commonplace sentiment now but it was far less
popular thirty years ago.

The first of the articles of the action plan said that there should be plan
ning for the Alps as an ecological whole. Environmental specialists should
be on the teams. All big development projects should be evaluated for en
vironmental impact. The list of recommendations was long and gave modest
prominence and thus some encouragement to many local initiatives. Among
them were car-free zones in tourist resorts, some control on secondary
residences, and much reticence on giant development projects that pull in
outside labour and money but leave local inhabitants worse off. Such
projects were seen as 'colonialisation' of the hills by people from the plains,
and that word was just as pejorative then as now. The wish list continued
with promotion for small industries - artisan enterprise - more financial
help for farmers and better training facilities; rural life needed better health
services and better education. And forestry was regarded with particular
hostility and mostly seen as crassly extractive, above all when it was at its
most 'efficient' with the practice of clear felling.

Overall, the maladies of Europe's hills strongly resembled those of third
world nations in general except for an absence of mountains of debt,
dictators and armies. There was no official mention of third-world ranges
at Trento but there was a general agreement that they were going the same
way as the Alps and that something should be done for them too.

The conference's action plan was to go to IUCN, UNESCO, the Council
of Europe and the UIAA and all other sponsors who would, presumably,
read the calls for action. But it was hard to see what they could do except
to take note and hope that a member government might show further
interest. And, whatever the intrinsic value of the final resolutions, the
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presentation in the form of a sheaf of 84 Articles (confusingly numbered to
99) was unlikely to get a headline anywhere. It was not even likely to be
read. There were no sound bites, slogans, manifestos or memorable orations
from personalities of note that might reach the newspapers or television
networks. There was no press operation and no telephone contact after the
meeting was over.

The exhortation 'only connect' has come to carry much meaning in recent
years. The conference in Trento did not connect. It had no perceptible
follow-up, either pre-planned or spontaneous. It did not change the con
ventional wisdom or the accepted consensus, as had the first of the major
economic and social conferences, the UN (Stockholm) Environment
Conference in 1972. Trento had no important levers to pull.

Of course they were events different in kind because Stockholm had been
inter-governmental and had benefited from nearly two years of preparation,
to say nothing of years of prior environmental campaigning, itself inspired
by epoch-making books like Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. And Stockholm
did have a follow-up mechanism in the UN General Assembly to which it
had to report that same year. It also had a single figurehead in the Secretary
General, Maurice F Strong. He had been a Minister in the Canadian
Government and was a natural leader with intelligence and energy who
was determined to change the prevailing complacency.

Such comparisons can be unfair because of the differences in scale and
context. But any big ship has a lot in common with any small ship although
that may not be evident from the shore. Any conference, big or small, is
called because it seems useful to get concerned people together to take
account of something new in their world and to recommend some change
of course or action to be taken. They have to connect or they will have
wasted resources, time and enthusiasm. It is not enough for the meeting
itself to arrange, often as an afterthought, a final press release and to have
some person on hand to deal with visiting journalists. At Trento much
opportunity was wasted in not harnessing the media properly and in not
recommending a follow-up public information plan.

In the 1970s and the 1980s environmental affairs in the broad sense did
creep a little more into the media and the general consciousness. Even the
mountaineering and leisure magazines began to pay some attention to
environment. The problem of increasing litter particularly in the Himalaya
received publicity, as did the erosion of paths and the proliferation of skiing
infrastructure. Threats to mountain access began to concern climbers in
many parts of the world. Life-threatening floods in Bangladesh were
attributed to silt from the mountain headwaters of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra. They inspired writers like Claire Sterling and Norman Myers
to write influential articles on Himalayan erosion in leading newspapers.
Erik Eckholm of the World Watch Institute wrote persuasively that Nepal
was exporting downstream the commodity it could least afford to lose,
'namely topsoil' in his book Losing Ground (1976).
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In the early 1980s three major calamities brought the environment back
as an issue of world concern. One was the Saharan drought and famine of
1983 and 1984 characterised, without overt dissent, as man-made. Another
was the Bhopal industrial disaster in India that killed and blinded many
hundreds living close to the chemical plant. The most resonant was the
nuclear accident at Chernobyl in the Ukraine. It was simply the direction
the wind was blowing at the time that determined where the fall-out went
and the chain of chance was dramatic. The neighbouring city of Kiev with
two and a half million people was spared, but thousands of miles away,
rainfall from the plume of pollution made reindeer in Lapland and sheep
in the English Lake District radioactive and inedible.

The broad front advance of technology in general, year on year, was
transforming the Alps. At the time of the 1974 Trento conference, movement
of freight across the Brenner Pass was around three million tons a year
each for both rail and road. In the next twenty years the modern truck
advanced in design and performance so much that, on a new road infra
structure, it took all the growth in freight traffic adding around seventeen
to eighteen million more tons with rail traffic advancing hardly at all. The
ribbon of land over the Alps became a laboratory for ecosystem degradation.
The roadside meadows were contaminated with lead so badly that agri
culture was banned. Near the road human breast milk showed seven times
the permitted levels. Total emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
rose to 220 tons a year each and salt for de-icing the tarmac contaminated
ground water as well as soils and vegetation. Nevertheless, the greater access
attracted new industrial and commercial development, so that nascent linear
cities appeared, draped up and right over the crest of the Alpine chain at
the Brenner Pass and the Gotthard.

Everywhere in the rich world, improved performance from helicopters,
bulldozers, pipe-layers, dam-builders, trench diggers, tel{:pheriques,
construction equipment and concrete technology raised the pace of tourist
and industrial development. What was happening in the Alps and the Sierras
spread inexorably to less advantaged countries and their mountain eco
systems followed the trend.

In the world of academia and policy formulation a number of geographers,
loosely connected through the International Mountain Society and its
journal Mountain Research and Development, kept up a stream of scientific
publication. They established, with the United Nations University, the
Highland Lowland Interactive Systems project (1977) that paid particular
attention to the Himalaya and its erosion. According to the book The
Himalayan Dilemma (UNU, Routledge, 1989) by Professors Jack Ives and
Bruno Messerli the interactive systems project had led to a concerted effort
to challenge the theory of Himalayan degradation. This was an inclusive
term for all the alarm-calls about deforestation, poverty, population pressure
and erosion in Nepal and nearby regions. The book took issue with
'conventional theory linking the post-1950 population explosion with
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mountain deforestation, soil erosion, and massive downstream destruction.
Many of the assumptions behind this thinking are shown to be invalid;
others are demonstrated to be unproven - even dangerous.'

Politicians might have been forgiven for concluding that nobody was sure
about anything in the mountains. Calls for more research had come from
another mountain conference at Mohonk in upstate New York in 1986 and
such things as a 'research strategy for the Himalayan Region' were
demanded. But, ironically, the problem of evident degradation of mountain
eco-systems and the worsening condition of mountain people worldwide
did get a slogan at last. There was, said researcher Michael Thompson,
'uncertainty on a Hima1ayan scale'. It had wide currency, and still does,
but was not the sort of thing that the politicians, policy advisers and other
gatekeepers of real resources found inspiring.

This was a time when campaigns like those for tropical rainforest
conservation, threatened species protection, marine parks, the great whales
and other sea mammals were brimming with conviction and showing results.
The Law of the Sea had been negotiated and ocean dumping was being
controlled. Even Edward Goldsmith's campaigns to make the World Bank
environmentally conscious were having an effect. The Brundtland Com
mission (World Commission on Environment and Development) reporting
to the UN had, after widespread consultation, published its report Our
Common Future (1987). Its message was, in essence, that for our planet, the
only way ahead was 'sustainable development'.

The mountains did not feature in the newly accepted perspectives of the
time. And this was in spite of the realisation that, as water towers, they
would influence future economic development and conflict, and, at a time
of global climatic change, would also be vital refuges for fauna and flora
escaping stress on the plains.

When Maurice F Strong was appointed Secretary General of the new
UN environment conference, later known as the Rio Earth Summit,
scheduled for 1992, I decided to appeal to him to support a project to raise
public awareness of mountain eco-systems under threat. I knew he had
been a mountaineer in his youth - a fact that I had gleaned as his Senior
Information Advisor on the Stockholm Environment Conference twenty
years before. In addition, an old friend Professor David Pitt and I had worked
to help define the Alp Action initiative of Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan in
early 1989, so we had gained an education in the recent condition of the
Alps.

I recall that, in a minor brainstorming on a blustery April day in 1990,
we worked out the shape of an initiative to draw public attention to mountain
eco-systems whilst sitting on a pavement bollard outside the Palais des
Nations in Geneva. In essence it was to get mountains onto the Rio
Conference agenda so that the world's media as well as the participating
governments would be exposed to facts and debate. There would be an
audience of non-governmental organisations, other international
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organisations, lobbyists, private sector representatives, indigenous peoples,
educators, trades unionists and a circus of media, publishers and other rarer
birds like insurance assessment or trade specialists. The proper title of the
conference was the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED 1992) and it was scheduled to take place in Rio de
Janeiro twenty years after the trail-blazing United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment (UNCHE) at Stockholm in 1972.

The pattern of preparation for a UN conference involves the preparation
of status reports on a given topic followed by draft resolutions intended to
address problems thereby revealed. There are often sets of principles in
exhortatory preambles and, sometimes, short declarations named after the
host city. I was acutely aware of the eighty-four resolutions of Trento, the
fewer, but still numerous batch at Mohonk and the ten declaration, and
forty recommendation paragraphs emanating again from Trento, but this
time from 'The European Conference of Mountain Regions' called by the
Council of Europe in May 1988. Could the Rio Earth Summit break out of
this mould which is guaranteed to provoke yawns as the pace and complexity
of international consultation grows?

A basic problem is that international negotiation has to produce texts
that lawyers can agree are binding and indisputable. The fact that they are
so turgid as to be inaccessible to the media or ordinary citizens used to be
regarded as unimportant. But more and more governments like to feel that
there is popular support for new agreements that have significance for people
in all walks of life. It would be nice if the words were more accessible. A
solution was in the works but it would be a break with tradition.

I put together a case and wrote out an expensive project to make a census
of how the world's mountains were responding to the stress with proposals
for action. It was grandiosely called the World Mountain Conservation
Action proposal. I went to see Strong and was given a courteous interview
that I remember well because of a most odd interruption. The telephone
rang and Strong told me that Ed Drummond was on the line. Did I know
him? Yes I did. He was a front-rank rock climber at the time and a poet.
Strong said he would give careful consideration to the mountain topic and
my proposal but, meanwhile, would I do something to help Ed Drummond's
project, which was called 'Climb for the World'. He wanted to do what he
could to help. We would be in touch.

I still have the 'Climb for the World' passport which is very smart and
was made out for me and my dog. The idea was that teams from every
continent would climb the Eiger on the same day from every point of the
compass - North Wall, Mittelegi, West Face and so forth - and in the
process encourage interest in the health and welfare of the world's
environment, the elimination of poverty through sound development
strategies, the need to strengthen human rights, and so on. Teams of other
climbers all over the world were supposed to climb a local, lesser eminence
or hilltop that same day with those same thoughts in their minds. I believe
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that a large number did. It was by sheer determination on the fund-raising
side that Ed Drummond made it work. He even got support from Mrs
Thatcher. Modestly assisting this climbing extravaganza was a surreal, if
intermittent, strand through the next months. When the day came I got
myself and Stanley, my dog, halfway up the Eiger West Face and I can
remember every step, especially where the dog needed a tight rope.

Some time later in West Wales on holiday I had a message from Maurice
Strong to meet Dr Ruedi Hoegger of Swiss Development Cooperation. I
was to find him at the meeting point in Berne Railway Station on 14 Sep
tember at 12.45. He would be wearing a leather jacket. I was there on time
and I found him to be the very best of Swiss officials. He was multilingual,
a man of well chosen but few words, charming, practical, unpompous, very
quick and very clear. He was Chairman of the International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) which was based in Nepal.

Over lunch I described to him the way the Rio summit could be exploited
to give public visibility to the plight of mountain eco-systems. They might
then be ranked alongside the better known, well promoted concerns:
rainforests, wetlands, marine fauna, bio-diversity, desertification, climate
change, energy, trade and debt issues, and the humanitarian and social
points of concern that bore on sustainable development.

I discovered that he too had approached Strong offering ICIMOD's help
in furthering the aims of the Rio Conference. We agreed that whatever was
to be done needed mountain infantry. A modest army of qualified writers
would have to trawl the literature, ring their contacts and spell out with
their own expertise the current state of the world's mountains and their
peoples, range by range. The doyen of mountain academics, Professor of
Geography Bruno Messerli, was only a short walk away in the University
of Berne so we went to find him.

Messerli extracted from our verbal outline the practical core requirements
and asked simply how many pages for each? The answer was 200, 40 and
2. That would be a three-tier approach comprising a heavy resource book,
a lighter, shorter and more appealing brochure with pictures, and a very
short manifesto. Messerli and his collaborator, Prof Jack Ives, a Grimsby
born, US-based academic, probably knew all the likely recruits to an
international writing brigade and could probably obtain their cooperation.
Equally important would be a campaign before the conference to sensitise
public opinion, known thereafter as 'preparing the ground'. So by the end
of the afternoon, with a trans-Atlantic phone call to Jack Ives, we could see
a way forward. A budget was estimated and Ruedi Hoegger indicated that
the Swiss might be prepared to help.

ICIMOD is an intergovernmental institution backed by the Swiss and
others with headquarters in Kathmandu. Its membership includes China,
India, Pakistan, as well as Bhutan, Bangladesh, Burma, and its host, Nepal.
Ruedi Hoegger, as its chairman, was keen to check our proposed methods
of working and to hear a reaction to the concept of pushing a mountain
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awareness project into the UN Rio conference. He suggested I went to
Kathmandu for a week or ten days to see how the academic and
development staff would view our ideas and methodology. So in November
1990 I again had the pleasure of visiting Nepal.

The outline for what became The State of the World's Mountains - a Global
Report that was to be the keel of the persuasion package, was originally
thematic in approach. We knew time was short so a series of chapter
synopses was prepared and essential topics were put in the form of ten
questions. This was to be sent to ten to fifteen collaborators, one for each
mountain range. I took this optimistic file with me to meet the staff of
ICIMOD just to try it out and seek reactions on the whole concept.

I remember starting the day by telling them about the United Nation's
up-coming 'Conference on Environment and Development'. I recalled its
predecessor at Stockholm in 1972 and explained that this would be a heaven
sent opportunity to bring to the attention of the world the mountain
problematique, a useful term for everything going wrong in the mountains.
Mountain eco-systems should be on the world's agenda like forests,
wetlands, bio-diversity, climate change and the others. If they were not they
might miss the boat. They might never be included in that list of priority
causes for international action in the next millennium. During the day every
one of the ten staff members had something useful to contribute. I made
notes. Later ICIMOD contributed an excellent chapter to the resource
book.

But what about the broader strategic view? I brought this up as the final
question after tea. Was the whole idea of putting the mountain problematique
before the UN Conference on Environment and Development a good and
productive idea or not? Please discuss.

They did discuss it, rather inconclusively, or, to be more precise, rather
obscurely. So, as time was ticking by, I suggested a vote to quantify the mix
of opinions. They came out nine to one against the idea of putting moun
tains into the Rio process. That result forced me to bring to the front of my
mind what I had known all along. That academics, with a few exceptions,
had little grasp of public relations or communications. They saw the UN as
a distant body best known for its impotence and incoherence. Its workings
were so opaque that engaging in them would be a waste of time and
resources. They did not see that a global gathering could be exploited to
allow communication to an audience not otherwise accessible, and exploited
to raise public and political awareness in a way that was not achievable by
any other realistic stratagem. Nor did they appreciate the consequences of
doing nothing. The solitary vote in favour of using Rio was cast by Jayanta
Bandyopadhyay, an independent spirit who had made some impact in study
ing the effect of reforestation by eucalyptus trees - they made things worse
on degraded soils - and daring to publish his conclusions in the popular
media. He was to play an important part later on.

On my return, there was a two-day organisation meeting at Appenberg,
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not far from Berne. The Swiss make a fme art of the Shangri-La meeting
place, way up in the mountains away from urban distraction and closer
'unto the hills, from whence cometh my help' as Psalm 121 phrases it.
Frank Tacke, Director General of ICIMOD, was there, as was Bruno
Messerli, Professor at Berne but representing the UN University. The
International Mountain Society (IMS) was represented by Jack Ives and
Yuri Badenkov, who was from the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union.
Ruedi Hoegger had obtained finance from the Swiss Government and I
was officially an advisor. The list of institutions was really a list of aliases,
since money-authorising bureaucrats feel better if people have institutional
provenance. Ruedi Hoegger stated that the group reflected the cooperation
between the three institutions - UNU, IMS and ICIMOD. But in future
we would 'call on the contributions of other institutions and individuals in
a working process of "growing circles"'. That was to prove an under
statement.

I discovered that in an exchange of letters between Strong and Hoegger it
was agreed that 'the problems of mountain development and mountain
ecology must and will have their place in the 1992 Conference as well as on
the Agenda for the twenty-first century that should emerge from it'. I was
very encouraged because although wolves lay ahead it suddenly seemed
we might have a safe way through the forest. For example, the whole scheme
might have been bureaucratically vulnerable, since mountain eco-systems
were an unexpected topic and had no UN family support. The idea had
come from non-governmental sources and was not yet backed by fmance
for preparation. The leading supporting government, Switzerland, was not
even a member of the United Nations. When things get difficult in the
preparation of a conference it is easy to save budget by dropping the latest
arrival or something apparently not well supported. But if such a time came,
no one in Maurice Strong's secretariat was going to suggest dropping the
mountain problematique now.

The decisions taken at Appenberg shaped the rest of the preparations for
the year to come: 1991. There was much organisational detail for docu
mentation: synopses, deadlines, the assignment of responsibilities, working
methods and calendar and so on. We had to have a name for the group.
Who were we? After discussion Ruedi Hoegger proposed we should call
ourselves 'Mountain Agenda' and the name stuck. We were an 'open net
work' using the University of Berne Geography Department as a mailing
address on headed notepaper. The group defmed the vital strand of activity
called 'preparing the ground'. Governments and UN family had to be
acquainted with the upstart topic and, if possible, persuaded to be active
supporters. Lobbying material had to be written as soon as possible just for
general use.

Essentially the year 1991 was to be make or break since UN conferences,
typically occurring in the summer, have to have all their documentation
ready twelve weeks before the opening date. This is to facilitate translation
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and printing in six languages and that meant the beginning of March 1992.
Preparation of a substantial book - the status report - had to be complete
even earlier since it had to be printed and bound in book format and
distributed. The first few months of 1991 became an editorial slog.

In addition there would be the 'PrepComs', official abbreviation for the
Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development, and four in number. Although 150 or more nations may
turn up to a conference itself, a much smaller, more wieldy group of
governments is essential for the preparations. Their concerns comprise:
the agenda; providing direction for the secretariat work programme; host
government relations; finance; policy on conference management; shape
of final outcome; who, apart from governments, (big business, citizen action
groups or non-governmental organisations, religious figures, scientific
societies, the media etc) would be allowed near the plenaries, and how
near? The agenda was a really vital area. Almost everybody wanted to avoid
the slew of lengthy final resolutions and declarations that were a lamentable
tradition of world conferences. The idea of Agenda 21 appeared and had
the merit of being self-explanatory. On what should the world be con
centrating as the twenty-first century opens?

It surfaced in the second PrepCom in March 1991. There were lots of
words about Agenda 21 's concept but two lines of bureaucrat-speak will be
enough for the Alpine Journal: 'Agenda 21 was ... a prioritized agenda with
explicit goals, priorities, targets and assignment of responsibilities, which
would provide a framework for action and the continuing process of review
and revision.' 1 The idea was to divide it into chapters. Mountains and their
peoples might thus get a chapter all to themselves endorsed by the world's
assembled governments. In the hands of NGOs (non-governmental
organisations) and pressure groups this would be really useful and I knew
that from experience. After Stockholm the idea 'environment' had become
part of the accepted conventional wisdom and was no longer an eccentric
hobby-horse of someone with a beard and sandals. No element from 'the
authorities' could thenceforth with impunity dismiss outright, or even sneer
at, an environmental protest or demand or activity anywhere in the world.

By the time of the next PrepCom, also to be held in Geneva in August
1991, some outline with sample texts, even if in draft, would have to be
ready for delegates. This activity would come under the heading 'preparing
the ground' and could be crucial. One problem becoming ever clearer was
the choice between thematic and regional treatments of the mountain
problematique. In the time available it was hard to imagine how one could
persuade a busy academic or journalist to write, say, 30,000 words of
overview and up-to-date reportage on a theme like stress on mountain
farmers, all in the context of a 'State of the World's Mountains' report. Yet
a listing of each mountain chain's problems, from tourism to erosion to

A/CONE1SllPCI14 ANNEX 1991.
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agricultural decline, from China to Peru, would not impress delegates at
the August PrepCom, because they would not have time to read it, even if
they wanted to. By good fortune it did prove possible to get thematic
overviews at 2,000 words length for the forty-page illustrated brochure,
now known as the 'Appeal'. This appeal would be more readable and
effective although it would lack complete credibility without the availability
of the lengthy underpinning to be provided by the two or three hundred
pages of resource material now to be known as The State of the World's
Mountains - a Global Report.

By the end of January 1991 a press release, a list of topics with suggested
guidelines, a single-page explanatory flyer and a letter from Ruedi Hoegger
explaining the background and inviting suggestions were sent to several
constituencies and carried in the quarterly IMS newsletter. This was
assuming that conventional resolutions would be the output of the
conference. Target constituencies included the tourist industry, mountain
farmer associations, mountaineers and environmentalists as well as local
government, development bankers, dam and infrastructure industries and
selected politicians.

Mountain Agenda now decided to review its programme and look over
the fIrst texts and outlines at Aeschi in April 1991 above the Lake of Thun
in Switzerland. This group added Larry Hamilton, Martin Price and Jayanta
Bandyopadhyay to the original group. Hamilton, a Professor of Forestry,
focused special attention to the drive to develop Mountain Protected Areas.

With the support of Secretary-General Maurice Strong, item 3b of the
Third PrepCom provisional agenda was drafted with a mention of mountain
problems and Mountain Agenda itself under the heading 'fragile eco
systems'. Excerpts of this were then circulated by Mountain Agenda to the
government diplomats who had day-to-day responsibility for UNCD affairs.
Mountain Agenda produced a background paper for the delegates which
was left on tables outside the conference room doors. This was assembled
from material already in hand for the short Appeal. It was hoped to persuade
the delegates to look favourably on the secretariat's text that would encom
pass discussion of mountains at Rio.

The concept of Agenda 21 with its thematic chapters was gaining wider
acceptance and would make it easier for outsiders to relate to the conference
process. Nevertheless the conference process was a moving target, difficult
to track and relate to. Chance played a big part but for once, it so.happened,
it was in our favour.

In the corridor I saw a man I had not seen for fIfteen years. He was
Enrique Penalosa of Colombia who had been at Stockholm, had run a UN
Conference himself, and had come to the PrepCom as leader of a caucus
of Latin American nations. Friendships in international affairs are strange
things, sometimes punctuated by decades of no contact but taken up where
they left off. Within moments, over coffee, I found myself catching up on
personal news and telling him about the mountain agenda. He was already
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of the same mind as we were about mountains and their peoples. He had
an idea, he said. By the next morning the whole Latin American group
had put forward their own version of item 3b about fragile eco-systems and
asked for immediate debate. Any sceptics among the rest of the delegates
were reassured to discover that this unanticipated item had struck a chord
in another continent. It suddenly seemed less strange.

In the event the mountain item was formally accepted by the PrepCom
and was firmly on the agenda for debate. Hoegger and Messerli were
summoned from Berne but had to standby for two days as the item was
pushed down the timetable by an endless discussion on forests.

It then transpired that people with IGO (intergovernmental organisation)
or NGO status like Mountain Agenda would only be allowed to speak in
support of their interest last in the line after all the government delegates,
but few of these had been briefed or knew much about the topic. Again,
disaster threatened. This unfortunate situtation had been discovered by
Olivier Chave of Swiss External Affairs. He was appointed to be our
'minder' for the duration of the PrepCom and was discreet, very able and
creative. His solution was unconventional. Since Messerli was holder of
the prestigious Swiss Science Prize and Hoegger was a Swiss civil servant
on sabbatical leave, why should they not be officially members of the Swiss
Delegation just for the afternoon? The Swiss Ambassador gave his consent.
Their advocacy at the beginning and end of the PrepCom agenda item
debate secured a place for mountains in the Rio Conference agenda. And
so, mountain eco-systems would go into Agenda 21 itself.

After the PrepCom a so-called 'Research Paper', a backgrounder for
internal distribution, was prepared at the request of the UNCED Secretariat.
At the same time, a member of Mountain Agenda, Jayanta Bandyopadhyay,
the earlier solitary supporter from ICIMOD, was commissioned by the
UN to write the necessary first draft of the chapter now officially entitled
'Managing Fragile Eco-systems: Mountain Sustainable Development for
Agenda 21'.

In retrospect, I felt like a climber looking back down the route just done
and wondering why he had ever started it, and then, on further reflection,
how on earth he had got away with it. To continue the metaphor I was then
aware that the safe descent remained a challenge and, without that, success
might still elude us.

There were months to go and things could still go wrong. What had been
advertised had to be delivered and it had to look professional. The Appeal
for the Mountains had a stroke of luck when an Austrian colleague of Brono
Messerli produced the cover photograph we really needed. It was not only
beautiful but told a horrifying story. It was taken shortly after an earthquake
had sent a giant ice and rock-slide from the summit of Huascaran in the
Andes down into a high lake and on down 12 kilometres more, engulfing
the town of Yungay in debris. Eighteen thousand people had died there in
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May 1970. I remember thinking, when I saw it, that it was an example of
a geographer's technical term - a high-energy landscape.

What about that original two-page Mountain Manifesto? There is a
famous apology by George Bernard Shaw for the great length of a letter he
sent to someone. His excuse was that he did not have the time to write it
short. Nor did we.

We did the usual things to distribute the Appeal to the world's press and
broadcast media and to environment and development networks in French
and English. We received a lot of help in the form of address lists from the
IIED2 in London, IUCN and WWF in Switzerland and the Council of
Europe and from those 'widening circles' who had worked with us. Up-to
date mailing lists are like spring water to the dusty traveller at the end of a
long dry march.

The book's title was fmally confirmed as The State ofthe World's Mountains
- a Global Report and published by Zed of London in May 1992. It came to
400 pages and weighed over a kilo. It was a resource book that covered all
the world's mountains except Antarctica. It was not organised in a thematic
way because of sheer pressure of time but the different themes came through
range by range. I found Appalachia, for example, had a salutary thematic
element in that it chronicled the development agonies of a range that was
marginal in the midst of plenty. It was surrounded by half the population
and two thirds of the industry of North America and Washington itself
was at its foot. Yet it was marked by poverty and social injustice. Was it a
useful case study for' development' currently taking place in other mountain
regions of the world?

I got publicity for the commercial launch of the book by persuading Carlo
Ripa Di Meana, the EEC Environment Commissioner famous for wearing
green-rimmed spectacles, to receive it before the media on publication day.
This minor ceremony was in the European Parliament in Strasbourg.

It went to Rio by diplomatic bag and all the attendant government
delegates were given one. I tried to imagine what would go through the
mind of anyone picking it up. The title carried the simple message 'The
State of the World's Mountains'. Nobody produces a book to say something
is doing fine. When the newspaper boy yells on the street corner 'read all
about it', it is never an invitation to read good news. Clearly, something
was going wrong. Since the book was very heavy, it was clearly serious.
Hopefully, delegates would note the very copious bibliographies. There
were a lot of studies and learned papers already published, so there were a
lot of concerned people already agitating. This wouldn't go away.

Simple, like a good advertisement, I hoped. It seemed to work as intended.
It was not read during the conference, but the slimmer, illustrated Appeal
for the Mountains was. That brochure was a quick easy read that touched

4 IIED is the International Institute for Environment and Development - an
outcome of the Stockholm Conference.
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all the bases, themes like erosion, mountain agriculture, including climate
change and sacred places, and the world's ranges under pressure, with a
page of poetic quotes. It should have gone on to have a life in the education
market. But follow-up was a rather checkered story.

The last PrepCom was held in New York in early 1992. Much massaging
of Bandyopadhyay's draft text had taken place at the hands of consultants
and well-wishers. Recalling that success has many parents, the draft chapter
was acquiring them in fine fashion as it was tuned to the prevailing
bureaucrat's style. When Chapter 13 came up for discussion at Rio it was
not seriously debated but it was not attacked either. It was really a text that
gave a green light for a beginning and affirmed wide agreement that
something must be done.

In the past ten years the Agenda 21 mandate has been used to justify,
among other things, a world consultation of mountain NGOs about how
to address the mountain problematique. This gathering endorsed, in 1996,
an idea to establish an electronic network linking all those interested in all
the world's mountains. Known as Mountain Forum, this has been highly
successful at electronic conferences and has promoted contact between over
2,500 academic researchers and field workers worldwide. As with so much,
the Swiss government gave fmancial support.

Kyrgyzstan's proposal for International Year of Mountains 2002 has
occasioned an array of events, meetings and festivals and is opening further
avenues to raising awareness of the world's mountain heritage, at least in
some quarters.

That raised awareness, however, has not been high on the agenda of the
academic community that has received most of the grant aid since Rio.
The word 'promotion' features often in the objectives of the IYM 2002 but
promotion is now an industry itself with media relations, updated web pages,
trade magazines, star and celebrity campaigns, aggressive entrepreneurs,
evolving techniques and presentation fashions. It is no longer to be left to
amateurs as an afterthought and it needs its own financing. Many acad
emics and researchers do not grasp this, nor do funding governments and
foundations. That expression 'preparing the ground' we used so much before
Rio is still the major imperative and an objective in itself.

The word 'action' in a UN agenda item does not mean real action. It
implies a general approval for an action if some government or group of
governments decides to act. To understand follow-up we have to think hard
about what goes on in the minds of people who have responsibility for
action in the decision machinery of governance - bureaucrats and
politicians. How do they acquire their priorities? This is a messy area of
hunch and intuition where everything is very difficult to quantify. With
regard to mountains, however, recent history provides one hard fact. That
is that twenty years of conventional learned papers, speeches to the con
verted and conferences have had very little influence on what happened to
mountain eco-systems and their peoples.
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Public officials in governments and charitable bodies feed off public media
support and, without it, the best of original good intentions slip onto the
back burner or are judged, after a period of silence, to have gone out of
fashion. This nearly happened to Chapter 13 five years after Rio. Another
very important factor is that funding for public awareness/ information
purposes involves fmancing the positive provision and distribution of facts
and opinion to stimulate debate and controversy. For the donor official it
is much less safe than giving to respectable academics and policy researchers.
And, if things go wrong, awkward questions may be asked by aggrieved
trustees with business connections or by politicians with concerned
constituencies.

Could Chapter 13 become a forgotten, and not a famous, victory? The
maintenance of the world's mountain heritage is like a yacht. It needs a
deep, strong keel to assure stability and direction. And it needs masts and
sails to make it visible and to power it through the water. The mountain
agenda does now have its keel of research and study but it does not yet
have the visible rig and a suite of sails to make it really go.

For more information on the global campaign to protect the world's
mountains see the beta site www.mountain-portal.co.uk. It contains the
complete text of The State of the World's Mountains - a Global Report. It is a
prototype of a proposed outreach website used to back up fund raising.

The text of Chapter 13 of Agenda 21 of the Rio Conference can be
obtained from the UN website and from >www.mtnforum.org>, an NGO
engaged in the follow-up of Chapter 13.

Rather legal in composition, the Chapter has two Programme Areas
summarised as: A. generating and strengthening knowledge about sustain
able mountain development; and B. promoting integrated watershed
development. The following headings illustrate the detail:

Raising awareness of the importance and understanding of sustainable
mountain development issues at all levels;

2 Protecting natural resources and arrangements for reducing natural
disasters;

3 Strengthening a global information network and database fororganis
ations, governments, and individuals concerned with mountain issues;

4 Strengthening country capacity for sustainable mountain development
programmes;

5 Combating poverty through the promotion of sustainable income
generating activities and improving infrastructure and social services
to protect the livelihood of local communities and indigenous people;

6 Formulating and negotiating regional or sub-regional mountain
conventions and possibly developing a global mountain charter.



BILL AITKEN

A Lateral Approach to Himalaya

T o view the Himalaya laterally is like suggesting we fmd a rainbow
beautiful because of its overarching radiance and effect on our well

being rather than be impressed by the height and extent of its optical
parameters. For a lateral approach to the Himalaya, I use the word 'lateral'
in its literal sense, of a sideways look, instead of the customary frontal
vision. In other words it invites a fresh perspective that may offer unexpected
areas for exploration, and that in turn can yield unlooked for delights.

This lateral alternative allows both science and poetry a say in assessing
the impact of the range on the viewer. Thus the immaculate east-west
geomorphic symmetry of the Indus and the Brahmaputra, both rising near
Kailash and enclosing the range, is echoed in the north-south mythology
of Lord Shiva cushioning at Gaumukh on his matted locks the force of
Ganga Maharani's deluge, also from Kailash. In short, the lateral look seeks
to unite science and intuition, and to sidestep conventional viewpoints and
current fashions regarding the structure and significance of the range.

The frontal view takes the range head on and pronounces, on the score of
verticality, those high points along the irmermost ridges (irrespective of
any aesthetic merit) to be of more significance than the middle, lower and
outer portions.

No one is likely to win a gold medal for climbing the fourteen highest
peaks of the Shivaliks, surely. This frontal regard for the big summit alone
to be worthy of our energies, distorts the reality that rare and beautiful
moments can - and do - occur anywhere on our approach.

It can be a flower, animal, bird, vista or sunset, but that moment is etched
forever, irrespective of the altitude. Here is an example from Volume In of
the Himalayan Journal:

I had scarcely reached the bank when I stopped suddenly in
amazement. Was I dreaming? I rubbed my eyes and looked again.
No. Just above the edge of the snow it stood out vividly. So fascinating
was it to stand there and gaze on this marvel in an arching pain of
wonder that I felt no desire to step forward and break the spell. ... In
the face of such unsurpassed loveliness one is afraid to move.

No summit account I have read catches the immediacy of Frank Kingdon
Ward's heightened mood on discovery of a rare botanical species. Perhaps
the snow line is the ceiling for the 'arching pain of wonder'. Higher than
that and arching pain tends to be recorded more vividly than wonder.
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